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QUESTION 1

You maintain a SQL Server 2008 instance that contains a database named Finance. The most recent full backup was
taken at 13:00 hours, a differential backup was taken at 15:00 hours, and database snapshots were created at 16:00
hours and at 17:00 hours. The backups and the database snapshots are stored on a different disk from the database
files. The hard disk that contains the database files fails at 17:02 hours. You need to restore the Finance database by
ensuring minimal data loss. What should you do? 

A. Restore the full backup. 

B. Restore the database snapshot from 16:00 hours. 

C. Restore the database snapshot from 17:00 hours. 

D. Restore the full backup and the differential backup. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You manage several SQL Server 2008 instances. You plan to collect performance data periodically on all instances by
using the data collector. All collected data must be stored in the same database hosted on a single instance. You need
to collect and load performance data in the management data warehouse every 6 hours. Which data collection process
should you implement? 

A. Create a cached data collection. 

B. Create a scheduled non-cached data collection. 

C. Create an on-demand non-cached data collection. 

D. Create two different SQL Agent jobs that are scheduled at the same time. One job creates a data collection and the
other job uploads the data collection. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You maintain a SQL Server 2008 instance. You find a SQL Server Agent job is failing. When you review the job history
information, you notice that the job history information is incomplete and appears to be truncated. You need to ensure
that 

all information produced by a job is available for viewing. 

What should you do? 

A. Enable write OEM file. 

B. Enable all job steps to send the output to a file. 

C. Include execution trace messages in the SQL Agent Error log. 
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D. Enable notifications to the Windows application event log when the job completes. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You administer a SQL Server 2008 instance that contains a database named AdventureWorks. The AdventureWorks
database contains a table named OrderDetail. You plan to export all data from this table to a file. You need to ensure
that the following data export requirements are met: 

A Microsoft Office Open XML document format is used. The data export process is saved for reuse. 

What should you do? 

A. Run the SQLCmd utility and save the output to a file. 

B. Run the SQL Import and Export Data Wizard and save the output to a file. 

C. Run the bulk copy program utility along with a format file and an output file. 

D. Run the bulk copy program utility along with an output file and no format file. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You administer a SQL Server 2008 instance. A stored procedure is used as the data source for a report that is
frequently executed during business hours. Users report that the data returned by the report is inconsistent. You
discover that the inconsistencies are caused by phantom reads. You need to ensure that the report returns consistent
results without affecting other users. What should you do? 

A. Configure the database for Read Committed Snapshot isolation. 

B. Configure the database for Auto Update Statistics asynchronously. 

C. Modify the stored procedure to use the Snapshot isolation level. 

D. Modify the stored procedure to use the Repeatable Read isolation level. 

Correct Answer: C 
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